CHECK IN INFORMATIONS

GROCERY
I would recommend you to send us a food list a two days in advance for your convenience in order to find everything in
your apartment as the Grocery storein Puerto Morelos is a 10 minute drive from the Villa, the cost of the food stocked
service $25usd or alternatively
I recommend that you make a necessary stop at the CHEDRAUY grocery store in Puerto Morelos, you can find it along
the road that leads from Cancun to Playa del Secreto, on the right side of the ring road at the traffic lights.
CHEF on request
Chef Beto can be contacted at this Whatssapp number for direct arrangements for lunch & dinner or Grocery shopping
Chef Beto 0052 9841256258
INTERNET
High Speed 10 MB or 20MB upon request
SHUTTLE Service
You can contact Andrea Battini private choffeur who can organize transport to and from the airport with a private van
for 2 to 14 people and can also organize tours.
One hour stop to grocery store cost $20usd.
Andrea Battini 0052 998 2142316
HOUSEKEEPING
Included 3 times a week, if you want extra cleaning the cost is $ 15usd per day extra
TAXI
If you need a taxi , Please call this number is our trusted taxi driver or contact our manager on site.
Taxi Dorado 0052 984 1701330
MANAGER on site responsable
Mr. Alberto is our Partner manager who can assist you in case of need
Whatssapp 0052 1 984 5931159 local Mexico time
CRISTINA Vacation Rental responsable
Available in case of need WhatsApp number 0039 334 3723038
please considering Italy time and you have to calculate 7 more hours.
NOTICE
In the property there are three small medium sized dogs owned by the Manager who are friendly and usually loved by
our guests.
NOTICE ONLY FOR
CASA ANGELICA & COCO’S VILLA
CHECK IN
Check-in for Casa Angelica and for Coco’s Villa is always done in Casa Chanty with our manager Alberto or Damian
TO THE BEACH 1 minute 100 meters
Exit the gate of the property turn right and enter the second gate on the left Where you find the sign of Casa Chanty go
to the beach through the left side of the house , cross the small concrete bridge walk on the right side outside the
property and you will find a private gazebo with lounge chairs a few meters ahead for the exclusive use of this villa.
Thank you and happy holidays
CHEK IN 16.00 P.M

CHECK OUT 10.00 A.M

